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Our “COVER GIRL” - Tricia Stuart with COMO back in 2009 when CMR
“hosted” the AALS Convention, more on Tricia to follow……read-on!
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The President’s – PRATTLE

On a very sad note I would like to extend our deepest sympathies to John and Kathy
Palm on the passing of their daughter Corina on Tuesday night.
The Wednesday crew have now almost finished the re-lay of the Fern Road extension
after it was removed to allow remedial works in the area. Many thanks to John and his
crew for the many hours of hard work.
The long weekend we ran on the 1st Sunday from Niana and on the Monday from Wilson
Park. The weekend was busy and as expected the Monday was very busy. There was a
good turn-out of members for both the run days many thanks to those that came along
and helped out. Our pavilion at AMRA was a great success thanks to Craig and the
members that set it up and maned it over the weekend. All in all, the long weekend was
a huge success.
I have just come back from a week’s holiday in Sydney. Last Sunday I visited SSME at
model park Luddenham. I was greeted by David Lyons an ex CMR member/Treasurer.
He showed me around the club and their track. The run day was steady with the public
enjoying a beautiful sunny day.
On the last Niana run day the signals section of our railway encountered a major
challenge with the failure of two air compressors at Niana North and Niana South. The
clubs loco EM44 was used as a backup for Niana North and 4401 was used at Niana
South the two locos saved the day and allowed us to complete the run day with points
fully operational. John Palm and myself along with Luke and Craig have installed an airline from the club’s large compressor located in the Relay Room to Niana North and
South through the existing conduits and the electrical supply was upgraded at the same
time. The first part from the Relay Room to Niana South via the turn table pit went
without and major problems except for locating the pit outside the relay room. The
section between Niana South and Niana North proved to be quite a challenge as the
roots of the large tree near Niana North Signal Box had invaded the conduits. With some
substantial work the problems were overcome and we now have air to both Niana North
and South with isolation cocks at required locations. Many thanks to John, Luke and
Craig for their mighty effort in achieving this in such a short time.
As always, we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great
enthusiasm and their dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls,
keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to
enjoy.
Mike Crean
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From the SECRETARY
The Committee has agreed at the last meeting to change direction in regard to
“charity” work and “special” run-days for such in that it is now intended to support local
bodies such as our friends, the WILSON WETANDS ACTION GROUP. Russel Gorton and
his helpers have done excellent work around and alongside of our operations together
with advice particularly of late in regard to the Christian Bros rehabilitation work.
The Club has purchased a “portable” GPS Speedometer for trial. This has given
satisfactory results and Mike Crean is available to demonstrate to any member who
would consider purchase for their own use. Please E-mail to Roger Matthews if you
desire such and he will arrange a bulk purchase along with CMR requirements.
It is noted that both Dion and Curtis will be champing at the “bit” to commence their
diesel driver training very very soon and progress to obtaining their P Plates.
The Yellow-Set is now fitted with brakes throughout and can be either steam or air. I
must apologise for the hic-up last Sunday run-day for the dragging problem
encountered by Luke and his RA. The block clearance was a little tight on the first two
articulated bogies that we have fitted.
Members are advised that we need to start on-time for run-days and must all take turns
at various jobs. We will need support for the next two Wednesday “runs” for the School
Holidays.
You may note that we have installed
a “fire-proof” cabinet in the steam
shed for inflammable products that
are a dangerous or hazardous
material. Despite the adjacent “data”
sheet we have no intention of locking
any of our lady members in it.
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Patricia STUART…..our cover photo.
Tricia has been at CMR for some-time being a member of the original WILSON STATION
“crew” with-out a building…..just a table and chair and a rudimentary picnic style shelter
many years ago. More importantly and not necessarily in this order, she is one of our
ladies that drives steam, is the wife of Richard our “competent” engineer, our Safe
Working and Guard examiner, an ex Committee member and generally a good natured
helpful person. She was also the editor of this news-letter for several years having taken
over from the late Fran Jones.
Tricia also has a full-time job as the Team Leader of Information Management at
WOODSIDE. She was born in Brunei and schooled in England. Then…..back in Singapore
her father decided to get into 00 model railways and not wait for a son. With the help of
his youngest daughter he co-opted Tricia and her other sister to help make things.
Richard came along and they were married in England utilising the facilities (a train) on
the marvelous Blue-Belle Railway.
Back in Australia Richard announced that he was going to build a locomotive and when
a large crate arrived with a big lathe, Tricia realised that this was going to be bigger than
OO! Apart from COMO there is SUMO and now TINKERBELLE which she handles well
and there is another one in their workshop at Mundaring. Then there are the 12inch
gauge machines (2 x W Class and 2 x 400 Class garratts built by Ken Austin) down near
Wichcliffe which she also has a turn at driving.
Tricia also takes her turn as Duty Officer at WILSON probably more than any other
member and it is this enthusiasm that CMR must be thankful for.
Tricia gets another train away from WILSON.
It should be noted that Roger has organized to
shift the No2 track closer to the plat-form
edge…….where Tricia is standing…….since this
photo was taken. This is to make it safer for
alighting passengers.

Note:- Our Treasurer, Roger Matthews, has been on holidays for the past few weeks and his “ramblings”
should re-appear in the next issue. We hope that you enjoyed your well earned rest Roger.
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The Ford A Club took a run from
Armadale to Canning Dam and down
to CMR for a picnic lunch on 7th May.
Here are some of the 17 vehicles
lined-up adjacent to our Workshop.
Thanks to enthusiastic juniors Jamie
and ‘Xander who acted as guides and
parking attendants.

STEAM LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER POSITION (continued from No 363)

There were variations developed such as the SENTINEL types and “rack” designs for
climbing hills and mountains which we will now neglect along with the two locomotives
built by the French and Swiss in the 1930s. These latter two were tank engines driven
by small steam motors via jack shaft drives that did not get beyond the prototype stage.
Enter Germany in the late 1930s into the 40s with the V8. This was a 2-8-2 stream-lined
unit that could better be described as a 2-Do-2 as the driving axles were direct coupled
to four V twin engines. With a relatively high boiler pressure, this locomotive could be
best described as a Harley Davidson on steroids. There were two engines on each side
to obtain balance. The connection to the axles that had wheels of about a metre in
diameter was via a flexible coupling. It is a little difficult to emulate the reactionary
forces at play as we tried out in the preceding article but you could try to place your
elbows together and rotate them in a circle. Your hands slightly splayed apart are the
pistons and thus they virtually have a vertical movement. You may fall over trying this
but what would the locomotive ride be like if all engines got into synchronisation or
beat?
The vertical ride could have been quite bouncy provided that the cranks were all at top
dead centre at the same time. A photo of Graeme Driscoll’s V8 follows that runs in
Adelaide at SASME. This engine goes from a “mushy” exhaust at light running into a
regular beat as the load increases, how-ever, it is not known where the cranks are as
they could be divided in pairs 180deg out of phase. The real V8 was repaired after WW2
and taken by the Americans back to the USA where it languished at a couple of bases
and was finally scrapped. As stated at the beginning, development of steam was too late
and the Americans were more interested in rockets…..also taken from the Germans.
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Mean-while, in the USA, they had tried 4 x cylinders with two at each end of a 4-8-4.
Apart from smaller components this engine still had them all moving in the same
direction. The mighty Pennsylvania Railroad (PRR) tried “duplex” drive to reduce the
piston and connecting rod masses and so came the 4-4-4-4 (T1) for passenger and the
4-4-6-4 (Q2) for fast freight. There is some debate about these machines, but there is a
movement to build a new T1 and probably break the steam speed record hands down!
It is ironic that the PRR at the end of steam hired the mighty Santa-Fe 2-10-4 with its
74inch drivers to help traffic flow. These machines had the highest piston thrust of any
steamer ever built and this was what the Q2 was built to avoid!
There were sketches around for a “super” steamer with a 4-8-4 with “divided” drive.
This involved dividing No2 and No3 axles from out-side coupling rods and connecting
them internally. This then allows the end fitted cylinders to be 180deg out of phase so
that the pistons move in opposite directions. How-ever, such a machine does not
improve the thermal efficiency so lacking for a steamer.
Enter an ultimate proposal……a massive 2-12-2 + 2-12-2 compound garratt with ALCO
lateral motion devices fitted to No1 & 2 and 5 & 6 axles with divided drive. (internhal
connecting rods between No3 and No4 axles). This could then have Franco-Crossti preheat units slung under the boiler and waste oil for fuel. Steam pipes would be external
like those of the US mallets to avoid maintenance issues. The mind boggles at the
thought of using a programmable controller to optimise the cut-off for the compound
ends to maximise the use of steam and even to introduce some re-heat. The Santa-Fe
sized wheel-sets would allow 110km/hr constant running from Perth to Parkes, but, we
just have to solve the water supply across the Nullabor.
A’lass, we may get 10,000hp but an efficiency that still can-not match those infernal
diesels and those new fangled emission tiers. But if Stephenson had got his original
rotary engine right, we would probably not have had cylinders. Back to Square 1……it is
too late and steam is and out of fashion!
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Our members also have other
model rail interests and two family
members (Owen & Hugh) get their
Grand-father’s clockwork 0-gauge
running with-out too many
derailments. Sister toy “Meccano”
helps to make the piers.

Thanks to AUSCISION and their support.

We would like to thank the support from the below
Local Businesses:

204 Collier Road,
Bayswater WA 6053

S.O.S Steinmeier Oxy
Services
92a Beechboro Rd S, Bayswater, WA, 6053
Possibly the Most Awesome Hose
and Fittings Shop in the Entire
World!
U8/2 Carson Road, Malaga WA 6090

Carlisle WA 6101

57 Baile Road, Canning Vale Western
Australia 6155
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